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Play dress-up with your art! Collage has never been so fashionable! In Collage Couture you'll learn

how to sketch fashion figures, create stylish dresses from patterned paper and apply a variety of

textured backgrounds to your collage pieces. With styles ranging from cute to elegant and sweet to

sophisticated, these mixed-media projects will transport your art from the studio to the runway!

Collage Couture features:22 super-pretty projects, from collages on canvas to framed shadowbox

art to gifts for your fashionista. Play with your materials&#151;paper, paints, ink and

markets&#151;to create pieces you'll be happy to display and share. Illustrations and easy

instruction for creating fashion sketches and silhouettes. And don't forget the details: learn how to

add eyes, lips, hair and, of course, clothing! Tips and advice on setting the mood in your studio,

from enhancing your art space with flowers and china to wearing a tiara as your work! Why not feel

as pretty as your art? Indulge your inner girly-girl with Collage Couture!
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This book is my new fav in my art book collection. The collages are beautiful and very inspiring.

There are detailed instruction on how to draw your own girls, the proportions to use and ideas on

how to create your own style. Also, she writes in a very non-intimidating fashion. The ideas for the

backgrounds are simple, creative and stunning. There are tons of ideas for clothes to design,

too.The book itself is gorgeous - every page is eye candy. I can't hardly put it down! I highly

recommend this book for anyone looking to make some gorgeous artwork.



Length:   0:48 Mins

I own tons of art and craft books, most of them bought second hand or at different bookstores. This

was the first actual paper art book that I bought through . The first thing that appealed to me was the

idea itself was so different from other collage books. I'm not really a fan of messy collage books that

don't seem like they have a goal-- this one definitely does. It is really appealing to dress up simple

female figures in fashionable clothing made from scrapbooking paper.The book is very well put

together with lots of eye candy designs on each page. The artist introduces you to this fab idea and

it starts out with the simple basics: drawing proportionate figures and simple clothing design shapes.

A lot of the materials used are things that you probably already have on hand if you are a paper

artist, scrapbooker, mixed media artist etc. This book actually helps me be environmentally friendly

by giving me ideas of what I can do with left over paper from my rubber stamping.Meanwhile a lot of

personality in this book comes from the artist, you can still take this same idea and put your own

spin on it. I must admit some of the designs were a bit too much for me and I tend to lean towards

using 2-3 colors on all of my layouts for cards I make. This just is my own preference really, but if

you love to mix polka dots, leopard print and stripes, just go for it. With this book, there is honestly

no right or wrong way to make these creations which is a good thing. You don't have to be a very

advanced artist to get really nice results. The only thing I wish the artist would've mentioned is how

to dress male figures, because it could've been nice to make a wedding couple collage. Although I

suppose that is something I could figure out how to do on my own. I recommend this for everyone

who loves to have some fun with art.

I had this book on my wish list for months...and ordered it as soon as it was available here...this

book did not disappoint! Doll dresses, paper dolls, and fashion illustrating are my three favorite

subjects...this fit the bill perfectly...full of fresh, fun, beautiful ideas! Definitely stands apart from

many other mixed media art books currently available...and this is definitely my favorite book right

now! Was well worth the wait!

This book is just luscious eye candy!Julie Nutting has done a wonderful job of showing people how

to create these beautiful,girly collages of ladies in wonderful dresses! Her directions are clear and

concise.I have followed her directions myself,and was absolutely amazed at my results! One of

these pretty collages would make a wonderful gift for anyone on your list and can be personalized in



so many different ways. An excellent book to spark your inner girlie girl!

I have bought several books to learn art journaling and collage techniques. All suggest to "find your

own style," but this one has finally helped me do that. Julie Nutting has written a book filled with

helpful instructions, encouragement and beautiful illustrations. After some initial frustration trying to

pinpoint a "style" of my own, I am actually excited about sitting down to create art using Julie's

step-by-step guides. This is also a wonderful resource for using the beautiful scrapbook papers I

have "stashed." My mind is filled with ideas for sharing crafts and creating gifts with my four

granddaughters. As someone who spent hours playing with paperdolls and creating my own as a

child, this book is a gift to a more mature version of that little girl. Thank you, Julie!

This book stands apart from the other collage books that are shown here on  because this

author/artist has a style all her own that she generously shares with her readers. The detailed

instructions and delightful pictures are great - I have learned so much about creating my own style

of figure drawing and clothing simply by practicing her methods and becoming comfortable with the

process! Bravo!!!

This book gives you so many ideas for mixed media and "clothing" for your art, and accompanies

each idea with a tutorial. Very clear and well done. I'll be recommending this one for a long time to

come. It gives excellent detail and shows you everything you need to know to create the examples

shown.

I have loved Julie Nuttings style and was thrilled to hear that she had a book in publication. This has

been well worth the wait. I got this today and have to say WOW. This book is loaded with designs

and ideas and is not just a pretty cover. It is beautifully presented and is definitely a best buy for me.

Thanks Julie Nutting and her publishers for a wonderful book.
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